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Abstract
This diploma project deals with dynamic rendering of vector-based en-route aeronautical
charts, especially rendering of airways and navigational points on the map. The charts are
integrated into mobile applications which pilots can use during the flight and which replace
former paper maps. Work contains theoretical introduction into problematic and basic
terms used in aviation and navigation. Another part of the thesis is research, description,
and comparison of existing solutions and applications together with the proposal and design
of the new solution. Finally, the implementation of demo application using WebGL library
and final evaluation and comparison are presented.

Abstrakt
Tato diplomová práce se zabývá dynamickým vykreslováním vektorových leteckých map,
především letových trajektorií a navigačních bodů do mapy. Mapy jsou integrovány do mo-
bilních aplikací, které piloti používají během letu a které nahrazují původní papírové mapy.
Práce obsahuje teoretický úvod do problematiky a základní pojmy používané v letectví a
navigaci. Další částí práce je průzkum, popis a zhodnocení existujících řešení a aplikací
společně s návrhem a designem nového řešení. Nakonec je prezentována implementace demo
aplikace pomocí WebGL knihovny a výsledné vyhodnocení a porovnání.

Keywords
Aeronautical charts, aviation, navigation, airways, Instrument flight rules, WebGL, JavaScript,
Leaflet.
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Acronyms

AGL height Above Ground Level.

AIP Aeronautical Information Publication.

AIRAC Aeronautical Information Regulation And Control.

ATC Air Traffic Control.

DME Distance Measuring Equipment.

EASA European Aviation Safety Agency.

EFB Electronic Flight Bag.

EFD Electronic Flight Display.

FAA Federal Aviation Administration.

FIR Flight Information Region.

FMS Flight Management System.

GLSL OpenGL Shading Language.

GNSS Global Navigation Satellite Systems.

GPS Global Positioning System.

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization.

IFR Instrumental Flight Rules.

MB Magnetic Bearing.

MH Magnetic Heading.

MSL Mean Sea Level.

NAVAID NAVigational AID.

NDB Non-Directional (radio) Beacon.
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RNAV Area NAVigation.

SID Standard Instrument Departure.

STAR Standard Terminal Arrival Route.

TACAN TACtical Air Navigation system.

UIR Upper Information Region.

VFR Visual Flight Rules.

VHF Very High Frequency.

VOR VHF Omni directional Radio range.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The aviation has made a great progress and evolution in the past century. The electronic
navigation is very common among the commercial and also non-commercial avionics. Air-
planes can be driven almost without visual navigation and pilots have to rely only on the
electronic systems. The development of information technologies is projected also into this
domain. Apart from the built-in electronics inside the cockpit, it is recently getting more
common to have some electronic mobile device on board to assist and simplify the work of
the pilots. The former paper references like charts, briefings, or weather information are
being replaced with compact software applications.

The aim of this project is to investigate and design a new way of how to draw navi-
gational en-route charts in a mobile mapping application. These charts are used by pilots
during flight and they consist of airways, which are kind of roads or highways in the air
with specific rules. Other elements like navigation points, airports, flight information re-
gions, and others are also encompassed. All this features should be presented dynamically
with interaction and without any effect of scaling. Charts can be rendered as a graphical
layer and integrated into already existing applications which display another information
like weather situation or flight plan routes.

Several solutions for aeronautical charts already exist but a lot of them suffer from lim-
itations of constant scale. They use pre-rendered images and cannot be easily combined
with other applications. Only few of them already use dynamic rendering but these ap-
plications are proprietary and closed-source. This thesis is focused on applying knowledge
of how existing charts providers visualize navigation data into their aeronautical charts to
create a new solution with possibility of integration into existing applications.

Rendering of navigational data requires a large amount of data to be stored and managed
as well as quickly accessed during the rendering phase. Therefore, selection and usage of
appropriate database system and fast rendering tool might be challenging.

Aviation is a quite complex topic and it may require years of studying to fully understand
all the principles. For this thesis, it is enough to obtain essential knowledge. Thus studying
of key terms used in navigation is also part of this project.

My motivation for this project is to try to combine knowledge from existing applications
to create a new solution which follows well known conventions and to implement an open-
source solution by using a different tool. This project can also attain future usage as a part
of Honeywell’s Weather Information Service mobile application.

The structure of this work is as follows. The basic terms and introduction to prob-
lematic are discussed in the following chapter. The existing solutions and applications are
described in the third chapter. The fourth chapter presents IT technologies used in this
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thesis. The advantages and disadvantages of the existing solutions are discussed and an-
alyzed in the fifth chapter. In the sixth chapter, the possible solutions how to visualize
navigational data and what interactivity it can offer to the users are proposed. The seventh
chapter examines the final implementation and highlights some important parts, like overall
conception, testing and comparison of results.
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Chapter 2

Aeronautics and Informatics

In this chapter, the applications of information technologies in the aviation industry are
discussed, then the aeronautical charts and their usage in navigation are described. The
major part of this chapter contains the narrow selection of common terms and aspects
which are used in this project. Only the terms that have a direct relation to this project
are highlighted. Finally, a few aviation certification organizations are presented.

2.1 Information technologies in aviation
Information technologies have a significant role in the aviation industry. Computer systems
are used to the complex design of the airplanes, to control and navigate them during flight
and ensure safety and security (decision support tools [10]), to analyze large amount of data
and use them for flight optimization and costs reduction [14], connection between airplanes
and stations. They are also used in all aspects of the design and production of avionics
equipment, from physical simulations to large networks connecting different facilities.

Many uses of modern computing equipment can be found on board in aircrafts today
which simplify a pilot’s job and have contributed to change the traditional pilot’s role. Very
common applications are Flight Management Systems (FMS) [5], electronic instrument
displays, flight preparation applications [18] and the latest application of computers which
is called “the Airborne Internet.” Aircrafts are connected by radio and satellite links to
a global information system that provides information about the weather, flight plan and
aircrafts in their immediate proximity [16].

Electronic Flight Bag

The usage of “Electronic Flight Display” (EFD) is increasing as more capable computers
are produced. The conventional electro-mechanical instruments are being continuously re-
placed by Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) screens and flight control systems. As the EFD is
an integrated part of airplane cockpit, the “Electronic Flight Bag” (EFB) is a standalone
hardware and software equipment, usually a portable computer device like tablet or laptop.
EFB applications replace former paper references and they can display a variety of avia-
tion data and perform essential calculations. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
classification of EFB devices is following [7]:

∙ Class 1 EFB Hardware are not mounted and connected to the aircraft and cannot
use aircraft system data, they can be used by pilots both on the ground and during
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flight, but must be stowed during the takeoff and landing

∙ Class 2 EFB Hardware can be easily mounted into aircraft system and it can be
connected to aircraft power source, access and exchange aircraft system data enabling
it to make interactive calculations. Those connections are installed in accordance with
applicable airworthiness regulations

∙ Class 3 EFB Hardware is installed in accordance with applicable airworthiness regu-
lations and it must be under design control

The EFB can accommodate a wide array of applications, categorized into three software
categories:

∙ Type A Software Applications are typically intended to be used during flight planning,
on the ground, or during noncritical phases of flight and they include pre-composed,
fixed presentations of data currently presented in paper form

∙ Type B Software Applications include dynamic, interactive applications that can dis-
play aeronautical charts without actual position, weather information, or other op-
erationally required reference materials. They are primarily intended for use during
flight planning and all phases of flight

∙ Type C Software Applications are applications found in avionics and include intended
functions for communications, navigation, and surveillance that require FAA design,
production, and installation approval

2.2 Aeronautical charts
Aeronautical charts are maps designed to support aircraft navigation. Together with other
tools, pilots are able to perform safe flights, determine their geographical location, find the
best route to their destination (or find alternative or emergency landing airports), locate
navigation aids along the route, and other useful information. Aeronautical charts cover
all dry land on the Earth and also trans-oceanic routes for long-distance flights. Charts for
different phases of flight (e.g., taking off, landing, in flight), with different levels of detail
(from runway, airport, or region to global and worldwide charts), and also different types
of aircrafts (light sport airplanes, commercial jet-planes, helicopters) can be found. Many
charts are managed in electronic form and saved in databases of geographical systems,
regularly updated and revised by appropriate institutions. Then they are presented and
visualized and provided to users. Charts can be provided in digital or printed form, for
money or on-line for free. Some of the most notable types of charts are following [5]:

∙ VFR Charts – charts for flights performed under Visual Flight Rules

∙ IFR Charts – charts for flights performed under Instrumental Flight Rules

∙ Terminal Procedure Publications – include charts such as Standard Terminal Arrival
Route (STAR), Standard Instrument Departure (SID) and others which are designed
to help the pilots to guide their aircraft around the airport area

∙ Instrument Approach Procedure Charts – charts provide the method to descend and
land safely in low visibility conditions

7



∙ Airport Sketches and Diagrams – the most detailed charts of the airports and their
runways. These sketches depict the runways, their length, width and slope, the touch-
down zone elevation, the lighting system installed on the end of the runway, and
taxiways

Visual Flight Rules (VFR)

Flight rules adopted by the Federal Aviation Administration govern aircraft flight using
visual references. VFR operations specify the amount of ceiling and the visibility the pilot
must have in order to operate according to these rules. When the weather conditions are
such that the pilot cannot operate according to VFR, it is necessary to use Instrument
Flight Rules (IFR) [3].

VFR aeronautical charts display prominent geographic and cultural surface features of
the area in detail (see Figure 2.1) which allows pilots to determine and track their position.
They also provide a lot of information about airports, navigational aids and airspace itself.

Figure 2.1: Example of VFR aeronautical chart1.

Instrumental Flight Rules (IFR)

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) defines IFR as: “Rules and regulations established
by the FAA to govern flight under conditions in which flight by outside visual reference is
not safe. IFR flight depends upon flying by reference to instruments in the flight deck, and
navigation is accomplished by reference to electronic signals.” IFR flights are often operated
without any visual clue (either by cause of weather conditions or high altitude). Therefore,
the numerous ground stations referred as Navigational aids are available to determine the
aircraft’s location as well as the satellite-based GPS/GNSS system. Only the airplanes with
proper equipment installed can fly under IFR rules.

En-route aeronautical charts for IFR flights and their visualization are the main topic
of this thesis. En-route charts are used during the “cruise” phase of the flight, where the

1Source: SkyVector [13].
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airplane maintains constant altitude (and do not perform climbing nor descending). IFR
aeronautical charts depict elements like Airports, Airways, NAVAIDs, Waypoints, and FIRs
(all of them are explained later in this chapter) together with basic geographic features like
coastlines and lakes (see Figure 2.2). They are divided into two categories, which differ
mainly in the operational altitude [3]:

∙ En-route low-altitude charts – aeronautical charts for en-route instrumental naviga-
tion below 18 000 feet MSL in the U.S.2.

∙ En-route high-altitude charts – aeronautical charts for en-route instrumental navi-
gation at or above 18 000 feet MSL. High-altitude charts do not usually show any
topography as topographic maps become useless due to a lack of visual references
caused by high altitudes or weather conditions [18]. High-altitude charts display only
Class A airspace.

Figure 2.2: Example of IFR en-route aeronautical chart3.

2.3 Terms used in navigation
Several avionic-specific terms exist and they are often used in this project, so they need to
be explained prior to their further application. Some of them are already mentioned in the
previous text and they are explained in a wider context in the following part.

Airport

Airport is an area on ground or water which is used for the landing and take-off of the air-
crafts including all its surrounding buildings and facilities [9]. Apart of the name, Airports

2The altitude separating the low and high-altitude airway structure varies from county to country. For
example, in Switzerland it is 19 500 feet and 25 000 feet in Egypt [5].

3Source: SkyVector [13].
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are also identified (in most of the cases) by four-letter ICAO code which is recognized in-
ternationally. The first letter identifies the geographic region where the Airport is situated.

Flight Level

Flight level is a measure of altitude defining level with the constant atmospheric pres-
sure. The pressure is computed assuming an International standard sea-level pressure
1013.25 hPa. Therefore, it does not always reflect true altitude above the ground. Flight
level can be noted in hecto-feet, for example, altitude 30 000 feet is referred as a FL300.

Flight Information Region

Flight information region or shortly FIR, is a region of airspace, where the Flight Infor-
mation Service and Alerting Service are provided [9]. Single FIR can cover the whole area
of small countries (i.e. Norway, Poland, Egypt), bigger countries can be subdivided into
smaller regions. No FIR size limitations are set so some FIRs can also exceed the area of
several countries, this happens usually among the oceanic FIRs. Each FIR has a unique
four-letters identification and it is managed by ICAO organization. Each FIR has defined
flight level restrictions and limitations which aircrafts must follow in case they fly outside
FIR’s Airways. The FIRs designated only for the high altitudes is called Upper Information
Region (UIR). The map of FIRs in Europe can be seen on Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: The map of Flight Information Regions in Europe4.

Airspace

Airspace is the three-dimensional portion of the atmosphere situated above the country
which controls it (including territorial waters). The ICAO organization defines airspace

4Source: EUROCONTROL http://www.eurocontrol.int/articles/firuir-charts
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classes by setting the level of interactions and provided services between aircraft and Air
Traffic Control (ATC). The classes A, B, C, D, and E belong to the controlled airspace,
the classes F and G belong to uncontrolled airspace. The classes differ from each other
by the provided information: separation (distance from one airplane to another), clearance
(permission given by ATC), traffic information (given by ATC), and flight rules (IFR or
VFR). Each national aviation authority can adopt this classification and readjust it to fit
its specific needs. For example, in the Czech Republic, only the classes C, D, E, and G are
used5. The airspace classification in the USA can be seen on Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: The airspace classification in the USA according to the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration [5].

Airway

An Airway is a pre-defined air corridor used to establish connection between specified
locations such as navigational aids (see NAVAID 2.3), Waypoint, intersections, or fixed
geographic coordinates. Most of the Airways are 8 nautical miles (14 km) wide. The
specific flight level limitations are set for each Airway which aircrafts must follow. When
operating under IFR rules and below Flight Level 290, the vertical separation of aircrafts
should not be closer than 1000 feet. Above FL290, the value is 2000 feet [5]. For the bi-
directional Airways, the vertical spacing intervals are defined in flight level units for each
direction. The names of the Airways consists of one or more letters followed by one or more
digits (e.g., V484 or UA419).

Each country can have different rules to classify and separate Airways in their Airway
system. In the USA, the low-altitude Airways extend from 1200 feet AGL up to, but
not including 18 000 feet MSL. These Airways are identified with letter “V” followed by
numbers, also called Victor Airways. High-altitude Airways (Jet routes) exist only in Class
A airspace, from 18 000 feet MSL to 45 000 feet (FL450), and are depicted on high-altitude
en-route charts. The identification consists of “J” followed by numbers. In Canada, the
Airway classification is similar to the USA’s one, except there are more prefixes for low-
altitude Airways (“A,” “B,” “G,” and “R”)6. In Europe, the upper Airway have usually
prefix letter “U.”

5Source: AIP Czech Republic http://lis.rlp.cz/ais_data/www_main_control/frm_cz_aip.htm
6Source: Designated Airspace Handbook http://www.navcanada.ca/EN/products-and-services/

Documents/DAH_Current_EN.pdf
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NAVAID

Navigational aids are ground stations with several functionality for the navigation. NAVAIDs
are usually equipped with radio antenna and help the aircrafts to determine their position
and direction. Some of them can be equipped with Distance measuring equipment (DME)
which is a pulse-type electronic navigation system that measure distance between the air-
craft and a ground station or Waypoint [3].

The most common Navigation aid station is VOR. It stands for VHF Omni Directional
Radio Range which is a short-range radio navigation system for aircrafts providing infor-
mation about magnetic bearing to/from the station. It uses frequencies in the very high
frequency (VHF) band from 108 to 118MHz. VORs are identified by 3 Latin characters
and 5–6 numbers indicating their frequencies. More than 3000VOR stations are situated
around the world but their amount is being reduced with spreading of GPS navigation [15].

The types and variants of VOR navigational aids and similar systems are following:

∙ VOR/DME – VOR station with DME system installed providing both direction (bear-
ing) and distance information

∙ TACAN – A tactical air navigation system designated only for military use. It also
provides both direction (bearing) and distance information but with higher accuracy
than VOR/DME [3]

∙ VORTAC – A facility consisting of two components, VOR and TACAN, which pro-
vides three individual services: VOR azimuth, TACAN azimuth and TACAN distance
(DME) at one site [3]

Another system used in navigation is Non-directional radio beacon (NDB). It is a
ground-based radio transmitter that transmits radio signals in all directions at specified
frequency (in interval 200–525 kHz). Identification consists of 2–3 Latin characters [15].

Graphical representation of NAVAIDs can be seen on Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Typical symbols used for graphical representation of NAVAIDs [15].

Waypoint/Fix

Waypoints are predetermined geographical locations used for route definition, progress re-
ports, visual reporting points, or transition points defined relative to a VORTAC station
or by the latitude/longitude coordinates [10].

The two main types of Waypoint are distinguished7:

∙ Fly-by Waypoint – requires the use of turn anticipation to avoid overshoot of the next
flight segment
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∙ Fly-over Waypoint – excludes any turn until the Waypoint is overflown and is then
followed by an intercept maneuver of the next flight segment or direct flight to the
next Waypoint

Fix is a similar term to a Waypoint and they are often used interchangeably. Difference is
that fix is an arbitrary point in space for which the geographical position can be determined
by visual reference to the surface, by reference to one or more radio NAVAIDs, or by other
means. Predefined and published fixes are depicted on the map as triangles.

Fly-over Waypoints (and also fixes) can be indicated by circle around the symbol. When
the symbol is filled with color it indicates compulsory position reporting [9]. All the variants
of Waypoints and fixes can be seen on Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Graphical representations of different types of Waypoints and fixes. Star-
shaped symbols are Waypoints; triangle-shaped symbols are fixes. Filled symbols indicate
compulsory position reporting and circles indicate fly-over Waypoints/fixes [13].

Area Navigation

Traditionally, the system of routes and navigation is based on ground stations such as
NAVAIDs. Area Navigation (RNAV) is a method of navigation that enables aircraft to
fly on any convenient flight path and which allows the creation of new routes that are
independent of present fixes and NAVAIDs. The airplane must be equipped with RNAV
equipment capable of computing the aircraft position (e.g., by using Global Navigation
Satellite Systems – GNSS), actual track, groundspeed, and then presenting this information
to the pilot. A random RNAV route between defined Waypoints may be flown under IFR
if it is approved by Air Traffic Control (ATC) in addition to the published routes [10].

RNAV routes (Airways) have been established in recent years and are depicted on the
both low and high altitude charts. In the USA, the high altitude RNAV routes are identified
with a “Q” prefix and low altitude RNAV routes are identified with a “T” prefix. RNAV
routes and Waypoints are depicted in aeronautical blue [5].

Flight Plan

Flight plan is specified information provided to air traffic service units describing proposed
aircraft flight. Flight plan defines the intended flight route consisting of the Airport of
departure and the Airport of arrival (plus possible alternatives) and route itself, which is

7According to ARINC 424 specification, more types of Waypoints can be distinguished; for example,
RNAV Waypoints, named/unnamed intersection, initial/final/missed/intermediate approach fixes and their
combinations, oceanic entry/exit Waypoints, NAVAID Waypoints, and several others [1].
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described by sequence of checkpoints (usually NAVAIDs or Waypoints) and Airways. Flight
plan can also contain other information about flight and the airplane itself.

The full understanding of correct creating and presenting of Flight plan is beyond the
scope of this thesis, for now it is enough to know the basic principle.

Magnetic declination

The Earth is a magnetic body; therefore, it is surrounded by weak magnetic field which
creates magnetic poles. This physical property is one of the most crucial aspects used in
navigation. Unfortunately, magnetic poles are not collocated with true geographic poles
(defined by Earth’s axis of rotation)8. The angle between magnetic north and True North
is called magnetic declination or variation. This angle differs according to position on
Earth and because a compass needle is pointing in direction of magnetic north and not
geographic north, we must take in consideration this value (see Figure 2.7). The sign of
the value indicates whether the angular difference is East or West of True North [4].

Figure 2.7: Map showing position of magnetic poles in 2007 and different values of magnetic
declination around the world depicted as Isogonic lines with equal variation. Red lines
indicate positive and blue negative values. Green is line of zero declination (agonic line)9.

Another term used within the navigation is Magnetic bearing (MB), which refers to the
direction to/from a radio transmitting station measured relative to the magnetic north.
Magnetic heading (MH) is the direction an aircraft is pointing with respect to the magnetic
north [3].

8Current position of magnetic north is N86∘ W160∘ and distance from True North is around 400 km.
9Source: NOAA - national oceanic and atmospheric administration http://maps.ngdc.noaa.gov/

viewers/historical_declination
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Orthodrome and Loxodrome

In the navigation on spherical surface of the Earth, one can come across two types of curved
lines. Orthodrome (or Great-circle) is the shortest connection of two points on the sphere.
It is formed by intersection of a plane with the center of the Earth forming the largest circle
which can be drawn on sphere. Loxodrome (or Rhumb line) is an arc crossing all meridians
at the same angle. Following a loxodromic trajectory during the flight has an advantage
that pilot does not have to change magnetic bearing. On the other side the trajectory is
longer than orthodromic however for the distances shorter than 1000 km, the difference is
insignificant [15]. Comparison of orthodrome and loxodrome can be seen on Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: On the gnomonic map projection on the left picture the orthodrome is projected
as a straight line. On the contrary on cylindrical projection with parallel meridians, like
Mercator on the right picture, the loxodrome is projected as a line10.

Global Positioning System

Global Positioning System (also called NAVSTAR GPS) is the cosmic-based navigation
system developed by the U.S. Department of Defense which provides geographic location
for users anywhere on the Earth. Formerly it was used only for the military purposes, but
in recent years it is available for anyone who obtains the GPS device. The system consists
of Space segment, Control segment and User segment. The Space segment is formed by at
least 24 satellites11 which are uniformly distributed around the Earth in the approximate
height 20 200 km. The Control segment is composed of ground stations and antennas, which
monitors and analyze position, state and functionality of satellites. The User segment
consists of GPS receivers which process signals from satellites and determine geographical
location [15].

2.4 Organizations
To enhance safety and development of civil aviation, various national and international
organizations were established during the past. The main aim of these organizations is
to manage and administer wide range of civil aviation aspects but they can also promote
standards or provide certification approvals for the EFB applications.

10Source: Free Online Private Pilot Ground School [2].
11The number is changing according to actual number of satellites in operation, the additional satellites

increase precision of location.
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Federal Aviation Administration

The Federal Aviation Administration12 (FAA) is the national aviation authority of the
United States formed in 1958. As an agency of the United States Department of Trans-
portation, it has authority to regulate and oversee all aspects of American civil aviation.
The FAA provides a wide variety of avionic publications and pilot manuals as well as
many types of aeronautical charts. The FAA maintains the guidelines for the Certification,
Airworthiness, and Operational Approval of the EFB applications.

European Aviation Safety Agency

The European Aviation Safety Agency13 (EASA) is the European authority in aviation
safety established in 2002. EASA comprises 32 member states (including all 28 European
Union members plus Liechtenstein, Norway, Switzerland and Iceland) and its headquarters
is situated in Cologne, Germany. EASA can provide certifications and approvals for the
EFB applications.

International Civil Aviation Organization

The International Civil Aviation Organization14 (ICAO) is an international organization
and part of the United Nations established in 1944 to ensure safety, efficiency and sus-
tainable growth of the global civil aviation. Their objective is to develop the principles
and techniques of international air navigation and to foster planning and development of
international civil air transport [3].

ICAO “Standards and Recommended Practices” for each area of ICAO responsibility
are defined in 19 Annexes where each Annex handles a particular subject area. Annexes
cover topics such as establishing and reviewing technical standards for aircraft operation
and design, aircraft accident investigation, the licensing of personnel, meteorological ser-
vices, aeronautical charts, or environmental protection. These documents describe many
worldwide standards, for example, unique Airport identifiers, airlines identifiers, or classes
of airspace [12].

12Federal Aviation Administration. Official web-page: http://www.faa.gov/
13European Aviation Safety Agency. Official web-page: https://easa.europa.eu/
14International Civil Aviation Organization. Official web-page: http://www.icao.int/
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Chapter 3

Existing solutions

In this chapter, the existing solutions and providers of IFR en-route aeronautical charts are
discussed. Then, the process of obtaining and processing the raw navigational data sets is
explained. Finally, few interesting examples of EFB applications are presented. The text
is mainly focused on how they manage and operate with navigational data in the form of
IFR aeronautical charts.

3.1 Aeronautical charts providers
Aeronautical charts providers can be organizations, companies, or just web-pages providing
charts either in printed or in digital form. Some of them are licensed and provided for a
payment while others are available on-line and free to download. Some of them are focused
only on the USA aerospace while others can display the whole world. Only those which
offer IFR aeronautical charts are highlighted.

FAA aeronautical charts

As a part of the Aeronautical Information Services, FAA offers a wide variety of digital
products including aeronautical charts like Terminal Procedures, Airport Diagrams, VFR
charts, IFR charts, and others. For this project, the only important are IFR En-route
Aeronautical Charts. This product is provided either in a digital form (PDF or GeoTIFF
files) or paper form. Digital products are currently available for free to download from their
web-page1. Both low and high altitude aeronautical charts cover only area of the USA and
their surroundings. Example of FAA’s charts can be seen on Figure 3.1.

Jeppesen aeronautical charts

Jeppesen2 is an American company (a subsidiary of Boeing) which is specialized in nav-
igational information, operations and flight planning tools, crew and fleet management
solutions, flight training products, and related services. Jeppesen offers IFR and VFR
aeronautical charts, terminal charts, and others. Jeppesen’s IFR charts cover many areas
including worldwide maps. They are charged and electronic version is available through
FliteDeck mobile application. Example of Jeppesen’s charts can be seen on Figure 3.2.

1http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/flight_info/aeronav/digital_products/ifr/
2Jeppesen’s web-page: http://www.jeppesen.com
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Figure 3.1: Example of FAA IFR Aeronautical Chart3.

Figure 3.2: Example of Jeppesen IFR Aeronautical Chart4.

SkyVector on-line charts

SkyVector is on-line provider of world-wide aeronautical charts and flight planning products
and services. Main advantage is that they present actual data for free. IFR en-route charts
are available both for low altitude and high altitude en-route planning and are updated
monthly from official FAA images. SkyVector also provides VFR charts, weather data,
approach plates, worldwide fuel prices, airport weather information, or flight planning tool.
SkyVector depicts map of the whole Earth in a single web-page frame allowing to switch
on/off features or zoom to desired detail. Each type of chart is displayed only in its specified
scale. Example of SkyVector IFR charts is on Figure 2.2.

3Source: http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/flight_info/aeronav/digital_products/ifr/.
4Examples of Jeppesen’s charts. Source: http://ww1.jeppesen.com/documents/aviation/business/

ifr-paper-services/chart-examples.pdf.
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3.2 Raw data providers
The raw navigational data are primary data records in specific format defined by ARINC
424 standard. Data are saved as text files containing lines of 132 alphanumeric characters
where each line is one fragment of navigation information such as an Airports, Heliport,
Runways, Waypoints, NAVAIDs, Airways, SIDs, STARs, Airspaces, and several other. The
data are collected from national institutions or other public sources (AIPs) and distributed
by commercial providers. These providers can either distribute global navigational data set
in raw format “as it is” or converts them into their own proprietary format. The conversion
is usually made because the raw data are not “human readable” and must be converted into
database-like format to further usage in FMS or EFB applications. Data can be reduced
or adjusted according to the needs of the application [11]. Some examples of companies
which offer raw navigational data are: LIDO (Lufthansa Systems), FAA (product called
Coded Instrument Flight Procedures), Jeppesen, or Navtech. Data are usually updated
every 28-day AIRAC cycle.

The conversion of raw data into custom database format is not the aim of this thesis.
This project is intended to work with already preprocessed and processed data sets.

3.3 EFB applications
The EFB applications and their classification are described in Chapter 2. In the following
text, the selected examples of EFB applications are presented.

Mobile FliteDeck

Jeppesen Mobile FliteDeck is the EFB application designed for business aviation pilots and
for use on the ground or in the cockpit with mobile devices (iOS and Windows compatible).
It provides immediate access to up-to-date en-route chart data like VFR and IFR charts,
airport diagrams, terminal procedures, and others together with weather data layer. Aero-
nautical charts can be customized by selecting which elements the user wants to display.
Full version of the FliteDeck application is paid and distributed on a subscription basis,
the demo version provides only a narrow example of navigational data. The application’s
GUI can be seen on Figure 3.3.

Garmin Pilot

Garmin Pilot is a suite of tools designed specifically for general aviation and corporate
pilots. Garmin Pilot encompasses flight planning tools, aeronautical charts, interactive
maps, weather briefing resources, and navigation capabilities. Application can display
many types of charts on the map including IFR and VFR charts. Dynamic IFR charts
are provided for the whole world, pre-rendered IFR charts only for Canada, Europe and
the USA. Charts can be combined with other graphical layers like weather, obstacles, and
other information. The full version of the application can be purchased on a one year
subscription and is available for iOS and Android platforms. The application’s GUI can be
seen on Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Examples of EFB applications – Garmin Pilot5 on the left, Jeppesen Mobile
FliteDeck6 on the right.

ForeFlight

ForeFlight Mobile is the EFB application developed by ForeFlight company for flight plan-
ning, aeronautical charts, weather forecasts and observations, airport information and dia-
grams, document management, synthetic vision, and others. The application presents both
IFR and VFR aeronautical charts for areas of the USA and Canada. The source of the
charts are pre-rendered maps provided by FAA and displayed as a new graphical layer on
the application’s map. Different charts and layers can be displayed on top of each other
which makes the application practical and helpful for pilots. Currently, it is possible to
purchase Basic and Pro version (only for iOS), which differs by the amount of features
included. The application’s GUI can be seen on Figure 3.4.

Navtech eCharts

Navtech eCharts7 EFB application supplies users with a charting system for mobile devices
(iOS and Windows compatible). With a simple and user-friendly interface, it is designed
primarily for instrument en-route navigation. The application offers data-driven world-wide
en-route charts as well as aerodrome charts, navigation procedures, area charts, emergency
and security procedures, helicopter operations, and several others. Demo application offers
only basic GUI with map but without any data.

5Source: Garmin Pilot https://buy.garmin.com/en-US/US/on-the-go/apps/garmin-pilot-/
prod115856.html

6Source: Jeppesen Mobile FliteDeck http://ww1.jeppesen.com/aviation/mobile-efb/
7Navtech eCharts: https://www.navtech.aero/products/charts/
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Figure 3.4: Screenshot of the ForeFlight Mobile8 application.

Weather Information Service

Weather Information Service is the EFB multi-platform application for tablet devices devel-
oped by Honeywell which assists the flight crew in decision making related to route safety
and optimization. The system uses real time strategic weather and trend information in
the cockpit (current weather, historical weather patterns, and weather forecast), as well
as enhanced communication. The application GUI can be seen on Figure 3.5. The demo
version is available both for iOS and Windows platforms.

Figure 3.5: Screenshot of the Honeywell’s Weather Information Service application9.

The Electronic Flight Bag market and IFR Aeronautical charts market offer more solutions
but it is not the aim to present all of them. The discussed solutions and products show a
broad variety of possible features and behavior.

8Source: ForeFlight https://www.foreflight.com/products/foreflight-mobile/
9Source: Honeywell’s Weather Information Service https://aerospace.honeywell.com/services/

aerospace-services/weather-information-service
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Chapter 4

IT technologies

In this chapter, the IT technologies intended to be used in this project are presented. The
project is expected to be a web based application; for this purpose, it is suitable to use Web
Graphics Library and JavaScript programming language. The other supporting libraries
can be used in addition to simplify the implementation.

4.1 WebGL rendering library
Web Graphics Library1 (WebGL) is a JavaScript API for rendering 2D and 3D graphics
directly in the window of the web browser. It is freely available and for its usage it is
not necessary to install any additional plug-ins. It is developed and maintained by the
non-profit organization Khronos group [17].

WebGL program consists of code written in JavaScript and “shaders” written in GLSL
language, which is executed directly on the graphic adapter. This implies that only devices
with capable graphical card can run WebGL programs. WebGL is fully integrated into the
DOM structure. It uses the HTML5 element <canvas> and thanks to this the rendered
graphics can be combined with other web elements.

Standalone WebGL is rather robust thus usage of some additional libraries (like three.js2)
is recommended. The current version of WebGL (1.0) is based on OpenGL ES 2.0 which
is OpenGL for Embedded Systems. This means that the available functionality is sig-
nificantly reduced and must be substituted by creating more complex structures. The
upcoming WebGL 2.0 (based on OpenGL ES 3.0) will bring many new capabilities.

4.2 Mapping tools and libraries
As the main purpose of the project is to display a map, it is necessary to select suitable
mapping tool or library to manage the map drawing and (possibly free) data source and
style of the map. The possible options are Leaflet or Altus mapping libraries.

Leaflet mapping library

Leaflet3 is the open-source JavaScript library for creating web-based interactive maps. It
works efficiently across all major desktop and mobile platforms, can be extended with a lot

1WebGL: https://www.khronos.org/webgl/
2three.js: http://threejs.org/
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of plug-ins. Leaflet allows easy rendering of “tiled web maps” hosted on a public server like
OpenStreetMap, Mapbox, Bing Maps, etc., as well as any other local or remote source of
data.

The Leaflet API offers basic set of functions to work with map, loading GeoJSON files,
adding geometric shapes and other elements. Adding elements onto the map using Leaflet
functions works well only for limited amount of elements. The response time decreases
rapidly when several thousands of elements are being rendered.

Leaflet provides a set of already defined projections: Spherical Mercator, Elliptical
Mercator, and Equirectangular (Plate Carrée). For the web-based map with tiles, it is
recommended to use Spherical Mercator (see Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Map in WGS84/Pseudo-Mercator (Spherical Mercator) projected coordinate
system. It is used in Google Maps, OpenStreetMap, Bing, ArcGIS, ESRI4. The projected
map does not display the poles, the maximum value of latitude is around ±85.06∘

Mapbox

Mapbox5 is a provider of custom on-line maps. After registration, it is possible to create a
custom map with wide variety of styles and tile-sets. In combination with Leaflet, Mapbox
can supply source data for a graphical map layer within the application with user-defined
style.

Altus Mapping Engine

The BA3 Altus Mapping Engine6 is a popular multi-platform mapping engine. As an
alternative to Leaflet, Altus offers raster maps, vector maps, 3D terrain model, and most
notable Planetary Model – a 3D map of the Earth.

3Leaflet: http://leafletjs.com/
4Source: http://epsg.io/3857
5Mapbox: https://www.mapbox.com/
6BA3 Altus Mapping Engine: http://ba3.us/altus-mapping-engine
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4.3 Other JavaScript libraries
Additional JavaScript libraries can be used in this project. For example, to work with
database files or to implement GUI elements.

sql.js

The library sql.js7 is a port of SQLite database engine (written in C language) into JavaScript.
It allows creating, reading, modifying and managing database inside the web browser. The
database file can be either loaded from the server or from a local file provided by the user.

jQuery UI

jQuery8 is currently the most popular multi-platform JavaScript library. It is designed
to simplify web programming by providing DOM element selections and manipulation,
animations, event handling, and developing of Ajax applications. jQuery UI is a collection
of GUI widgets (basic web elements like buttons, dialogs, menus, etc.), animated visual
effects, themes, and user interface interactions built on top of the jQuery library. Collection
of the widgets and their theme can be easily customized for the designer’s needs.

The previously mentioned tools and libraries are convenient for the possible usage in this
project. The Leaflet and Altus libraries both offer managing of the background map and
can be considered for the implementation.

7sql.js GitHub repository: https://github.com/kripken/sql.js/
8jQuery UI: http://jqueryui.com/
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Chapter 5

Analysis of the current state

In this chapter, the advantages and disadvantages of existing solutions and applications
mentioned in the previous chapter are discussed. After that, the specifications of the new
solutions implied from the analysis are defined.

5.1 Evaluation of existing solutions
The main disadvantage of FAA charts is their static representation. Speaking only about
digital version of charts, they are displayed at one specific scale/zoom level. Although
they are saved in vector format which only keeps graphic quality but when zoomed out
the image is unreadable and elements are too small to recognize and distinguish from each
other. There is no interactivity or any decluttering mechanism to reduce number of elements
displayed or hide less significant labels while zooming out. All the text labels and symbols
(NAVAIDs, Airways, Waypoints) with their description are imprinted inside the map.

Jeppesen’s representation of IFR charts looks very similar to the FAA’s one. The small
difference is in a graphic design and colors of displayed symbols. Jeppesen’s charts are not
provided for free which prevents further detailed investigation. Only the examples of charts
are available on their web-page.

SkyVector on-line charts are based on FAA’s charts. The advantage of SkyVector is
that as a web application it offers more interactivity and possibility to combine charts
with different layers. Different types of charts can be displayed at designated zoom levels.
Unfortunately, the charts themselves suffer from the same limitations as their originals.

The comparison of Jeppesen’s and FAA’s IFR charts can be seen on Figure 5.1.

5.2 Evaluation of EFB applications
Garmin Pilot offers dynamic chart rendering. The size of the symbols and icons is constant
at all zoom levels. Every element is selectable; when the user clicks on the map, the dialog
suggesting all nearby elements is showed. This is very useful when there are more elements
displayed on top of each other. Application can display following elements: Airports,
NAVAIDs (including Airways and Waypoints), Airspace and cities. All the elements can be
switched on/off and the user can redefine level of detail on which they should be displayed.
The application is a native mobile application for iOS and Android.

Jeppesen Mobile FliteDeck also offers dynamic chart rendering which works in similar
way as in Garmin Pilot. Symbols are selectable, the user can search for them, and they
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Figure 5.1: The comparison of Jeppesen IFR charts (left) and SkyVector (FAA) IFR charts
(right) displaying the same place.

keep the same size while zooming. Each type of element (Airports, Airways, Waypoints,
NavAids, Airspace) can be customized, the user has the possibility either to turn on elements
at all scale levels or only at the predefined scale levels. Other layers such as weather situation
can be displayed together with charts. The map is presented as a 3D globe (probably using
Altus Mapping Engine) which is visible mainly at low zoom levels. This approach can be
better than classic map with cylindrical projection for displaying routes and flight plans
mainly around poles.

ForeFlight Mobile presents static maps from FAA source projected on the application’s
map. Elements are searchable but the map itself is not interactive. The application offers
a wide variety of weather products and other layers to be displayed on top of the charts.
At the low zoom levels, the map is also presented as a 3D globe.

Navtech eCharts demo version does not contain any data, the functionality can be
guessed only from GUI elements. GUI contains buttons to enable/disable following map
elements: FIRs, Airways, Waypoints, NAVAIDs, and several others. A search button to
search for map elements is also available. The application is able to switch between daylight
and night mode.

Weather Information Service is an example of EFB application which does not display
IFR charts but it already presents several navigation elements like Airports, NAVAIDs and
Waypoints. These item are click-able (displaying floating dialog with basic information
about elements1) and the user can search for them. Type of NAVAIDs and Waypoints are
not differentiated. Airways and Flight Information Regions are not presented at all. The
layer with navigational charts might be a possible extension in the future.

The comparison of all solutions can be seen on Table 5.1 and on Table 5.2. The observed
features are following:

∙ License – indicates whether the product is provided for free or is proprietary and
whether the demo or trial version is available

∙ Dynamic – are the displayed elements affected by scaling or they keep the same size
at different zoom levels

∙ Element filters – is it possible to turn on/off displaying of some types of the elements
1Airports offer METAR – regularly issued textual information describing airport’s weather situation at

a current time [15].
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∙ Interactive – is it possible to click on elements to see more details, search and select
elements, or other means of interactivity with user

∙ Other layers – does the application offer combining the charts with other layers like
weather products, restriction areas, or pilot reports

∙ Technology – what technology is used to present solution

∙ Map – whether the solution is using 2D or also 3D map for low zoom levels

License Dynamic Element
filters Interactive Other

layers
FAA charts free to download no no no no
Jeppesen charts proprietary no no no no
SkyVector for free to use no no no yes
Garmin Pilot proprietary, trial yes yes yes yes
ForeFlight proprietary, trial no no no yes
Jeppesen FliteDeck proprietary, demo yes yes no yes
Navtech eCharts1 proprietary yes yes ? ?

1 The values are only estimated because the application was not fully analyzed.

Table 5.1: Comparison of all presented solutions.

Technology Map
FAA charts vector image/printed map 2D
Jeppesen charts vector image/printed map 2D
SkyVector bitmap image inside web-page 2D
Garmin Pilot native/hybrid mobile application 2D
ForeFlight native/hybrid mobile application 2D/3D
Jeppesen FliteDeck native/hybrid mobile application 2D/3D
Navtech eCharts native/hybrid mobile application 2D

Table 5.2: Comparison of all presented solutions according to used technology and map.

Requirements of the new solution

The new solution should contain as many interaction elements as possible. It should offer
dynamic rendering, element selecting, element type filtering, and possibly, the element
searching. All the presented applications seem to be native (or hybrid) mobile applications
and they are not using WebGL rendering library so this can be the main characteristic of
the new solution.

The map is presented in 2D space. Even though the 3D planetary model has the
advantage of correct displaying of the polar areas, it might decrease the performance and
the response time.

Apart from all the commercial solutions, the new application is intended to be open-
source and platform independent.
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Chapter 6

Proposed solution and
visualization

In this chapter, the rules for visualization of IFR en-route aeronautical charts based on the
analysis of the existing solutions are proposed. This includes the visualization of high and
low altitude charts as well as detailed description of each type of displayed element. Finally,
the interactive features are described.

6.1 Concept of the solution
The overall concept of the solution can be seen on Figure 6.1. The core of the rendering
application is implemented in JavaScript and using the WebGL library (see Section 4.1).
Navigation data are requested from local database using SQL queries and saved into ap-
plication’s internal data structures. After that, the layer with rendered elements can be
displayed on top of the customized background map. The background map is managed and
rendered by Leaflet library (see Section 4.2).

The application provides possibility to switch between high and low airspace altitudes
and to display the following elements on the map:

∙ FIRs (Flight Information Regions)

∙ Airports

∙ NAVAIDs (Navigational Aids)

∙ Waypoints

∙ Airways

6.2 High and low altitude
The difference between high and low altitude aeronautical charts is not significant. Graph-
ical representation is the same for both altitudes, only the number of displayed elements
is different. High-altitude charts contain different set of Waypoints, NAVAIDs, and Air-
ways, although some of them can be displayed on both. Therefore, the data must carry
information which indicates whether the element belongs in high-altitude, low-altitude, or
both.
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Figure 6.1: The concept of the solution.

The altitude of Airways can be sometimes determined from their denomination. Usually,
Airways which have prefix “U” in their designation belong to the high-altitude airspace.

Apart from the altitude level, the Airways are also divided into two types: Airways
based on fixes and RNAV routes based on RNAV Waypoints. This division can be also
determined from the Airway’s name. The general rule for the classification is following [8]:

∙ Regular Airways – are painted as black lines and have prefixes “A,” “B,” “G,” and “R”
for regional network of routes and prefixes “H,” “J,” “V,” and “W” for non-regional
network

∙ RNAV routes – are painted as blue lines and have prefixes “L,” “M,” “N,” and “P”
for regional network of routes and prefixes “Q,” “T,” “Y,” and “Z” for non-regional
network

The classification used in the USA and Canada is depicted in Table 6.1:

High altitude Low altitude
Airway J (Jet route) V (Victor Airway)
RNAV Q T

Table 6.1: Airway name prefixes used in the USA and Canada.

For historical reasons, some of the Airways can have also prefixes “G,” “A,” “R,” and
“B” referred as green, amber, red, and blue Airways correspondingly. These Airways are
considered to be regular low-altitude Airways. The process of altitude detection for each
Airway is described in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode describing principle of altitude and type determination.
if altitude is not specified then

if area_code is “USA” or “Canada” then
set altitude and type according to the first letter

else
if first_letter == “U” then

altitude:=“high”
set type according to the second letter

else
altitude:=“low”
set type according to the first letter

end if
end if

end if

The names of NAVAIDs nor Waypoints do not contain any prefixes or letters indicating
their designated altitude. This information must be provided within the database record.
Otherwise they are situated in both altitude levels.

6.3 Visibility of symbols
The concept of selecting symbols to be displayed (a.k.a. decluttering) can be inspired by
the one used in Weather Information Service application. The WIS application works with
12 unique zoom levels, for each of them there are defined symbols (Airports, NAVAIDs,
Waypoints) according to their significance and priority. For example, big Airports are dis-
played even at the lowest zoom level (zoom levels 1–3). On the contrary, small Waypoints
are not displayed until almost maximum zoom level is reached (zoom levels 10–12). Declut-
tering mechanism also works for situations where many elements are concentrated into the
small area at the specific (usually low) zoom level. In this case, another way to determine
priority must be designed, like the length of runways in case of Airports. For Waypoints
and NAVAIDs, a different mean of prioritization must be set. The simplest option is to
display only some of them (in the order in which they are saved) or to display all of them
from the specific predefined zoom level.

The Leaflet mapping engine offers 19 unique zoom levels. Zoom level number 0 indicates
the lowest level of detail where the whole Earth is visible. The maximal zoom level 18
displays highly detailed map where one pixel is equal to approximately 50 cm1.

For the purpose of designing the concept, it is possible to work only with few simplified
zoom levels and propose the behavior on each of them. The specific values for zoom levels
will be redefined during implementation and experiment phase.

The visibility and decluttering of all the types of elements on different zoom levels are
discussed in the following text.

NAVAIDs

NAVAIDs can be displayed as a simple symbol at low zoom levels and more specific symbol
with labels and additional info at higher zoom levels (see Figure 6.2). Their division can

1Source: OpenStreetMap zoom levels http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Zoom_levels.
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be as follows:

∙ Low zoom level – only the basic symbol is displayed (simple dot)

∙ Medium zoom level – only the basic symbol of the NAVAID’s type with label identi-
fication is displayed

∙ High zoom level – NAVAID symbol with label identification and magnetic compass
circle with rose pointing to magnetic north are displayed

∙ Maximum zoom level – label identification is extended with more information about
NAVAID like radio frequency, name and identification in Morse code

Figure 6.2: Change of detail according to increasing zoom level for navigational aid.

Displaying of NAVAID’s magnetic roses is not exactly clear. According to FAA’s Charts
User’s Guide [6], the compass roses are displayed for the VOR NAVAIDs which “might not
be adjusted to the charted isogonic values”. As long as the application do not display any
isogonic lines it is possible to simplify this problem and display compass roses for all VOR
NAVAIDs which have value of magnetic variation explicitly specified.

Waypoints

Waypoints carry information about their identification, geographic location and their type.
The Waypoint can be either RNAV Waypoint (star-shaped symbol) or fix (triangle-shaped
symbol) and both of these types can be either filled with color (which means compulsory
position reporting) or hollow. Data records must carry information which specifies the type
of Waypoint to determine appropriate symbol to be drawn. Their position is explicitly set
on the map and their identification label can be hidden at the low (less detailed) zoom
levels to avoid overcrowding of labels. Possibly, their graphic symbol can be simplified at
the low zoom levels.

Airports

In the context of en-route charts, the Airports are not very important elements on the map.
They are not connected to any Airway2, therefore, they can be displayed in a simple way
as circles or dots, according to level of detail. Airports can be decluttered using the same
algorithm as Waypoints.

2The connection from en-route phase of the flight to climb and descend phase is made by SID/STAR
route system which is not depicted on en-route charts.
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Airways

For Airways, the decluttering mechanism cannot be used. The Airways are either all dis-
played or not at all. Only their labels can be decluttered:

∙ Low zoom level – only the thin line representing Airway is displayed

∙ Medium/high zoom level – thin line with identification of Airway is displayed

∙ Very high zoom level – more specific information like flight level restrictions are dis-
played along the Airway

FIRs

The Flight Information Regions are subjected to the same limitations as Airways. FIRs
are displayed in similar way as borders of countries and they are not altered by zoom level.
Only the level of detail of the borders can be variable to achieve better performance but
this would require more versions of FIRs to be saved.

Decluttering mechanism

The problem with decluttering of symbols can be split into two sub-categories: decluttering
of symbols themselves and decluttering of their labels.

Decluttering of the symbols (Airports, NAVAIDs, and Waypoints) can be achieved
simply by setting a specific level of zoom from which the symbol is displayed. This threshold
zoom level can be defined by experiments and it is also based on the density of each type
of the elements. The density of Waypoints is usually much higher than the density of
NAVAIDs or Airports, therefore their symbols are displayed at more detailed zoom level.

Decluttering of the text labels is more complicated because the area which they occupy
is much larger than the area of the symbols. It would require a very high zoom level to
make all the labels separated and still it would not be enough for some cases. The labels
must be repositioned in some way or omitted in the uttermost cases. Otherwise the labels
would not be readable. The labels are rendered sequentially (without any priorities) for
every movement with the map and for every change of the zoom level. For each label, it
must be determined whether there are any labels already situated nearby. If so, the new
label is repositioned to avoid collision with already placed labels. If the location is already
filled with many labels, the new label must be discarded (see different situations on Figure
6.3).

For this purpose, it is convenient to use quadtree3data structure to save locations of
already placed labels. Quatdree divides space into uniform cells where each cell can contain
few labels. This prevents from searching in the whole map but only in a small part of it.
After the specific cell block is found, the comparison of positions (collision detection) with
only few other labels is computed.

The label repositioning should be performed for all types of elements which have text
labels. Even with usage of the quadtree data structure, the impact on the performance
might not be insignificant.

3Quadtree is a data structure dividing two-dimensional space recursively into four uniform subregions.
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Figure 6.3: Examples of different situations: the first row depicts Waypoints with labels
without decluttering, the second row depicts repositioned labels with working decluttering.
The labels are repositioned when necessary.

6.4 Interaction features
Interaction with the user is important for usability. Apart from the switching on/off fea-
tures, the following functionality can be considered:

∙ Click on the element to display floating dialog with additional info about element

∙ Search for the elements

∙ Highlight selected or searched element

Clicking on an element might be problematic in the case where more symbols are dis-
played on top of each other. It is not clear in which item the user is interested. This problem
can be solved in a similar way like it is done in the Garmin Pilot EFB application. When
the map is clicked, the floating dialog is displayed offering details of all elements nearby
the clicked area. The displayed dialog can contain more tabs for each relevant element (see
Figure 6.4).

Figure 6.4: When the map is clicked (or tapped by finger), the floating dialog with legend
is displayed. If the multiple elements are in the proximity of the clicked area, a user can
see all of them by switching the appropriate tab of dialog.

More interaction features will be possible to propose if the solution is integrated into
some EFB application. For example, loading Flight Plan on the map and highlighting
associated Airways and Waypoints
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Chapter 7

Implementation

This chapter highlights the main aspects of the implementation of the demo application
which presents navigational charts according to proposed and defined rules. At the end of
the chapter, the testing, the advantages and disadvantages, and possible future improve-
ments are discussed.

7.1 Application
The application is implemented according to the design specified in Chapter 6. It is the
web-based application written in HTML and JavaScript. The window of the application
contains HTML5 <canvas> element which works as a graphical layer where the rendering is
performed. The rendering is accelerated by the graphics card using the WebGL rendering
library.

User interface

Graphical user interface is simple and consists of the main window with the map, the main
menu on the left side, and the search box on the right side. The menu provides basic control
over the displayed elements. It can be expanded to display the advanced menu with more
control switches. The web elements are created using jQuery UI with customized style.
The application’s window can be seen on Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: The main window of the application.
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Background map

Background map is rendered by Leaflet library (see Section 4.2). The style and the data
source of the background map are defined by Mapbox. The style is created using Mapbox
Studio Classic editor application where the style is defined in CartoCSS1 file. The style is
saved on the Mapbox account and it can be accessed from the code using assigned access
token. Access token is a string consisting of user-name and ID of the style. The defined
style of the map is very simple and minimalistic and contains following features:

∙ All dry land – painted in white color

∙ Water bodies, oceans, and rivers – painted in light blue color

∙ Country borders – painted in light violet thin line

∙ Airport bodies – the runways of Airports are painted in light gray color and displayed
at highly detailed zoom levels only2

The source of the map itself is the data from the OpenStreetMap3 project. Background
map is not saved locally but the map tiles are downloaded regularly every time the map
view is changed or the application is restarted. The background map is projected in the
“Google Mercator” projection which is a variation of the Mercator projection.At the zoom
level zero, the whole map is represented as a 256 × 256 pixels tile (see Figure 7.2). The
geographic coordinates must be converted into pixel coordinates.

Figure 7.2: The coordinate system of the map is the same as on Google Maps at the lowest
zoom level4.

1CartoCSS is a CCS-like language used for creating map stylesheets. http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/
wiki/CartoCSS

2This feature is experimental and it is not featured in any of the existing solutions.
3OpenStreetMap is a collaborative project to create a free and editable map of the world. Web-page:

http://www.openstreetmap.org/
4Source:http://build-failed.blogspot.fr/2013/02/displaying-webgl-data-on-google-maps.html
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Loading data from database

The web application is started by running main.html file and immediately after that, the
user is asked to select a local database file (.sqlite or .db database file). This is necessary
because of the cross-domain limitations5. The successful reading of the file initiates the
singleton object Application which handles loading of data from database file into internal
data structures. The sql.js library (see Section 4.3) is used for this purpose. The SQL queries
are based on the structure of database.

The tables required for the correct execution of SQL queries are depicted in Figure 7.3:

Figure 7.3: The tables required for the loading of data must be named correctly and have
appropriate columns.

Right after the SQL queries are executed, the result data are processed and saved in
the local variables (objects and arrays). Each Airport, NAVAID, and Waypoint is defined
by name (or abbreviation), geographic coordinates, and some additional info about type,
usage, or elevation of the element. Each FIR has an identification and consists of multiple
geographic points which form a closed polyline. Each Airway has an identification and
consists of multiple geographic points (Waypoints, fixes, NAVAIDs, etc.) which form an
open polyline.

5For the security reasons, the local file is not possible to load directly within the JavaScript code; the
file must be either saved on a server or a user must select a local file manually [17].
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WebGL layer

The WebGL layer is defined as a JavaScript object WebGlLayer. It is initiated and started
from the Application object and it handles the creation of WebGL drawing context.

For each element type, the separate singleton objects are implemented: webglAirports,
webglAirways, webglFirs, webglNavaids, and webglWaypoints. Each object contains
methods to initialize object, create and compile shader programs, load data into buffers,
and execute draw commands.

Data are loaded into buffers using special typed arrays Float32Array6. NAVAIDs,
Waypoints, and Airways can be loaded into three possible arrays (“low”, “high”, or “both”)
indicating designated altitude level. Text labels act as another type of element so they
are loaded into their own buffers. The geographic coordinates of elements are converted
into pixel coordinates using the function latLongToPixelXY (see code in Figure 7.4). All
the input coordinates are required to be in numeric floating point format7 with optional
“minus” sign for southern latitudes and western longitudes.

function latLongToPixelXY (latitude , longitude ) // input coordinates
{

var pi_180 = Math.PI / 180.0;
var pi_4 = Math.PI * 4;
var sinLat = Math.sin( latitude * pi_180 );
var pixelY = (0.5 - Math.log ((1 + sinLat ) / (1 - sinLat )) / (pi_4 )) * 256;
var pixelX = (( longitude + 180) / 360) * 256;

return pixel = { x: pixelX , y: pixelY };
}

Figure 7.4: The function latLongToPixelXY which converts coordinates in degrees into
pixel coordinates in interval [0,256]. The “y” coordinate is transformed into Spherical
Pseudo-Mercator projection and scaled into the target interval. The “x” coordinate is only
scaled into the target interval.

Shader programs

Shader programs are small pieces of code executed directly on the graphical card. For every
type of element8, two unique programs are written – vertex shader and fragment shader. In
general, a vertex shader determines the positions of vertices (points) and a fragment shader
determines the color of fragments (pixels). The shader programs are written in GLSL
programming language (based on C programming language syntax) and each shader is
included in separate <script> element within the web-page. The shader programs handle
drawing of data previously saved into buffers every time the map view or zoom level is
changed.

6The Float32Array is a special JavaScript data type supported by the browsers for use with WebGL.
Also known as typed array, it is used to store compact binary data. Typed arrays can be accessed from
JavaScript using the same syntax as ordinary arrays, but are much faster and consume less memory [17].

7Two or three digits separated by decimal point with following unspecified number of decimal numbers.
8Each type of text label also has their own shader programs.
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Drawing of symbols

Airports, NAVAIDs, and Waypoints are drawn as points represented by a graphical symbol.
Their symbols change the size and shape according to the actual zoom level.

The Airports are drawn either as dots or as circles. Using the WebGL gl.POINTS type
of the geometric primitive with the size (gl_PointSize) set to either 8 pixels (for a dot
symbol) or 16 pixels (for circle symbol). Airports are displayed in both low and high altitude
charts.

The NAVAIDs are drawn in a similar way to Airports. The point size is set to either 8
pixels for a dot symbol or 16 pixels for a specific symbol (32 pixels for NDB). The NAVAID’s
compass rose is displayed at the high zoom levels and only for VOR and VOR/DME stations.
The compass rose is rendered as one texture which is rotated in the shader program by the
given angle value of magnetic variation.

The point size of the Waypoints is also set to either 8 pixels for a dot symbol or 16
pixels for a specific symbol. The Waypoint classification is simplified to only two types –
RNAV Waypoints (star-shaped symbol) and fixes (triangle-shaped symbol).

Some of the Waypoints and NAVAIDs are designated only for lower or upper airspace.
This information is specified in database record. If the value is not set, the implicit behavior
is to display the element in both altitude levels.

The decluttering is achieved only by setting minimal zoom levels for each type of symbol.
The minimal zoom levels (threshold values) are presented in Table 7.1. All the textures
used to render symbols are presented on Figure 7.5.

Dot/simple symbol Specific symbol Text label Magnetic rose
Airport 4 6 9 N/A
NAVAIDs 4 6 9 10
NAVAIDs (NDB) 4 8 9 N/A
Waypoints 5 8 10 N/A

Table 7.1: The minimal zoom level threshold to display appropriate element.

Figure 7.5: The textures used for the symbols of the point elements. From the left: Airports,
NAVAIDs, and Waypoints.
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Drawing of lines

The Airways and FIRs are drawn as lines with thickness 1.5–2 pixels. Unfortunately,
WebGL does not support drawing lines with thickness greater than 1 pixel. The thicker
lines have to be rendered as polygons. Every polyline is extended to a polygon by calculating
normals of polyline joints. This increases the memory usage – instead of one point, two
points are rendered. The expansion is calculated on the graphics card where each original
point is sent (two times) together with the normals. The normals define a direction and
distance where the original points are shifted. The process of extending polyline into
polygon is demonstrated on Figure 7.6. A problem can occur when the angle between two
segments at one joint is too low; the computed normal is very long and this can lead to
drawing artifacts.

Figure 7.6: Lines are extended to polygons with miter joints using polyline-normals9 algo-
rithm.

The FIRs and Airways are sets of separated polylines (either open or closed). To draw
all the polylines separated without any connection, the draw command must be executed for
each FIR (respectively Airway)10. It is much faster to draw all FIRs (Airways) in one draw
command. This is achieved by inserting artificial transparent points between separated
FIRs (Airways) to create one long line.

Figure 7.7: The Airways are not drawn in the proximity of symbols to avoid the covering of
the symbol. The upper pictures show the correct displaying of Airways and elements and
the bottom pictures show the wrong one.

9Polyline-normals algorithm to compute miter joints normals of polylines by Matt DesLauriers. Source:
https://github.com/mattdesl/polyline-normals

10In the classic OpenGL, the separated polygons could be drawn using a single draw command by using
“primitive restart index” which is not supported in WebGL.
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The Airways cannot be drawn around the symbols. The lines must end few pixels in
front of the symbol to keep it readable and recognizable. These “holes” in the Airways
are achieved by rendering another graphical layer which is then combined with the layer
of Airways and the lines are masked at the positions nearby the connection points. The
difference between the correct and wrong displaying is depicted on Figure 7.7.

The Airways are classified into high and low altitude levels according to the rules de-
scribed in Chapter 6. For better accuracy, the long lines should be rendered as orthodromes.
Fortunately, long Airway segments are not very common; therefore, the deviation is not
significant.

Drawing of text

WebGL does not support elementary rendering of the text. Font rendering can be achieved
by using supplementary library (e.g., three.js), writing text directly into the canvas element,
or rendering text as a texture. The third option is used in this project because it removes
the need of another library and offers fast rendering thanks to the processing of texture
on the graphics card. In this method, the text sprite texture is used which contains all the
alphanumeric characters (see Figure 7.8). Each character has its own texture coordinates
within the texture and these coordinates are saved in the data structure and assigned to the
input character when necessary. In the rendering phase, the letters are drawn as rectangles
(points with the size set to 16 pixels) with appropriate texture.

The text labels can be switched on/off in the advanced menu for Airports, NAVAIDs,
and Waypoints.

Figure 7.8: Texture atlas of used letters – every letter is defined by the coordinates in this
texture.

Interactivity features

Searching of the elements provides only the basic functionality. When the search button is
clicked, the arrays with point elements (Airports, NAVAIDs, and Waypoints) are searched
sequentially and the first occurrence is declared as the result. Map is then centered on the
searched element.

Clicking on the elements is implemented according to the proposal in Section 6.4 for all
point elements. The simple data structure (similar to a quadtree but without recursion) is
used to index elements on the map. The map is divided into array of dimensions 18 × 36
where each cell covers an area of 10 × 10 degrees. The cells contain a list of pointers to
the containing elements and it is created after the data are loaded from database. When
the map is clicked, the elements in the closest cell are searched sequentially. The elements
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within the area of radius 15 pixels are then added to the displayed dialog with tabs. Only
the types of elements which are currently visible on the map are listed in the pop-up dialog.
The dialog is closed when the map is clicked or moved.

7.2 Testing and test data
Some basic tests were performed during the implementation to check if the application
shows correct data and if the interactivity elements work as intended. As a reference for
the aeronautical charts was used SkyVector (see Section 3.1). The demo application offers
only simple GUI and limited interactivity so the tests with the end users were not performed.
The usability testing to adapt the application for the needs of the end users would be also
necessary for the future development.

Some general aspects of IFR charts representation were discussed with the pilot. But
some details would require a wider discussion with more specialists from the aviation field.

Test data

The application was developed using two sets of database files. The first one is the licensed
old AIRAC data set from LIDO which cannot be reproduced. The second database file
contains only the area of the USA and it is available on-line11.

Performance

The rendering of the graphical elements is accelerated on the graphics card so the application
can smoothly present a large amount of elements without any significant delay. On the
contrary, the performance is lower during the data loading after the start of the application.

The loading times12 of the USA dataset are displayed in Table 7.2 and the loading
times for the whole world are in Table 7.3. The application spends the longest time by
loading the Airways and by executing the SQL queries in general. The slow loading is also
partly caused by the fact that this part of code is implemented in JavaScript which, as an
interpreted language, is slower than compiled languages.

Number of elements
(number of segments) Loading time [s] Time spent for SQL

query execution
FIRs 35 (2453) 0,88 89%
Airports 2985 0,31 80%
NAVAIDs 2420 0,39 87%
Waypoints 14554 2,58 85%
Airways 1224 (18401) 6,64 90%
Total 11,24 87%

Table 7.2: The average loading times of data from the database of the USA.
11Aviation Data extracted from data published by FAA. Source: http://www.wayforward.net/avdata/
12The loading times were recorded on the computer with AMD Athlon II X4 630 (2.80 GHz) processor

and ATI Radeon HD 5670 1GB graphics card and Firefox 46.0.1 web browser.
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Number of elements
(number of segments) Loading time [s] Time spent for SQL

query execution
FIRs 281 (25836) 5,05 92%
Airports 6336 0,85 81%
NAVAIDs 5840 1,35 80%
Waypoints 43832 9,37 84%
Airways 13773 (96930) 47,61 95%
Total 64,71 92%

Table 7.3: The average loading times of data from the database of the whole world.

7.3 Evaluation of the solution
This section describes the features of the implemented application and discuss the advan-
tages and disadvantages.

The screenshot of the application can be seen on Figure 7.9. More pictures of the
application can be seen in Appendix B.

Figure 7.9: The application with Airways and NAVAIDs enabled.

Positives and negatives of the application

The demo application is capable of the fast rendering of a large amount of elements on the
map. On the other hand, some of the proposed features are not fully implemented and
require future work.
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The good performance is achieved thanks to the usage of the WebGL rendering library
which transfers a big part of the calculations to the graphics card. The main advantages of
the WebGL are following:

∙ The large amount of points and geometric shapes are rendered without any delay or
performance issues

∙ It is possible to use HTML elements like buttons, text fields, dialogs, and many others
to implement standard GUI elements and combine them with the rendered graphical
layer

∙ The WebGL application can run in almost every web-browser without any additional
plug-ins required and the applications are platform independent

The disadvantages of the WebGL library are mainly connected with the lack of func-
tionality which is available in the current versions of OpenGL (version 4.5):

∙ Part of the code must be written in JavaScript which can slightly affect the perfor-
mance

∙ WebGL does not support the rendering of the text, it must be done by using sprite
sheet texture with letters or by other means

∙ Lines thicker than 1 pixel must be expanded to polygons and separate polylines must
be drawn as one long line

Some other disadvantage of the application is the need to be connected to the Internet.
Because the background map is not saved locally, it is necessary to download it from the
Mapbox server. Some parts of the map can be cached in the browser but only until the
application is restarted.

The weakest point of the application is the starting and the initial data loading. The
process of loading data can take up to several seconds. Some performance improvement
can be done by preprocessing data in a database file. Every time the data are loaded into
application, the geographic coordinates are converted into pixel coordinates (see Section
7.1). The coordinates could be already converted in a database file to speed up the loading.

Pros and cons of vector based charts

The main advantage of vector based aeronautical charts is that the charts are not affected
by the scale. The symbols have constant size at any zoom level. The overcrowding of the
symbols at low zoom levels can be solved by a decluttering mechanism and by omitting less
important elements and text labels. The disadvantage is that the map must be re-computed
every time the map view or zoom is changed and the result should be provided without
any delay to the user. The drawing application must either use the fast algorithms with
pre-processed data of run on highly capable devices.

The bitmap solutions can display more elements and labels which can be decluttered
and positioned more precisely. Unfortunately, once the map is created it is not possible to
modify it and move with the symbols. The charts are presented in only one specific zoom
level (scale) like the regular printed maps.

The alternative could be the usage of pre-rendered bitmap images for each zoom level
(like it is made in the web mapping applications) but the memory requirements would be
large.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

The aim of this thesis was to study the rules for visualization of the aeronautical charts and
propose and implement the new solution. This goal has been achieved. I studied reference
literature and picked up key terms as well as I got familiar with aeronautical terminologies.
I designed rules of visualization of en-route charts based on existing solutions and commonly
used practices. This includes several interactivity use cases with which the user can interact
with the application. I designed and implemented the demo application to present proposed
rules of visualization and interactivity. Finally, I compared existing solutions with the
designed application and described pros and cons of vector based aeronautical en-route
charts.

The proposed solution is the web-based application running in the web browser without
any additional plug-in installations. The application must be connected to the Internet
to download background map. The navigational data are saved in local database file and
rendered into application’s map using WebGL rendering library. WebGL showed a powerful
rendering capability – it can render several hundred thousands of textured elements and
lines on the map without any significant effect on smoothness. For example, the test data
contain 2985Airports, 2420Navigational Aids, 1224Airways (with total 18 401 segments),
and 14 554Waypoints. The only critical part is the launching of the application when the
data are loaded into the internal data structures. This process can take up to several
seconds.

However, the proposed solution does have its limitations. The quality of the output map
depends on the quality of data in the database file. Some details about the elements do
not have to be always specified. Other limitations are connected mostly with the WebGL’s
cropped functionality but with upcoming WebGL 2.0, those problems might be solved.

The future improvements include the full functionality of label decluttering, improved
element searching and clicking, and more types of elements to display. For example, the
airspace classes and restricted airspace areas are part of some existing solutions and are
important features for the pilots. The loading performance can be improved by data prepro-
cessing within the database file. The other interactive features will be possible to propose
and implement if the solution is integrated into some existing application.
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Appendix A

Content of the CD

∙ doc/ – this thesis in the electronic form and screenshots

∙ doc/tex/ – LaTeX source files of this thesis

∙ src/ – source code of the application

∙ README.txt – information about the application
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Appendix B

Screenshots of the application

Figure B.1: Waypoints.
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Figure B.2: NAVAIDs.

Figure B.3: FIRs.
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Figure B.4: Low altitude Airways.

Figure B.5: High altitude Airways.
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Figure B.6: Airports with labels.

Figure B.7: Waypoints, Airways, and NAVAIDs.
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Figure B.8: NAVAIDs and Waypoints with labels.

Figure B.9: Waypoints, Airways, and NAVAIDs.
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